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SUBJECT: Letter Proposal 

Dear Mr. Shady: 

PURPOSE 
 
This letter proposal is being presented to the Shandon-San Juan Water District (SSJWD) in 
response to a verbal discussion we had at the July 1 meeting with Matt Turrentine, Ray 
Shady, Jerry Newhall and John Hollenbeck.  The proposal is for as-needed engineering 
consulting services.  During the meeting we specifically discussed the advancement of 
various capital projects that were considered in the Paso Robles Subasin (Basin) 
Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) dated January 31, 2020.  This proposal will focus on 
our discussions associated with those listed and non-listed projects.  
 
STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
 
John Hollenbeck is the owner/sole proprietor doing business as Hollenbeck Consulting 
(resume is attached).  He is a civil engineer with 35-years’ experience in heavy-civil water-
related projects and water resources endeavors.  A native of Kansas, he relocated to 
California in 1994 to work on the design and support the construction of a new 800,000 
acre-feet reservoir in Riverside County (Diamond Valley Lake) for Metropolitan Water 
District of Southern California.  He moved to Atascadero in 2005 to manage the Nacimiento 
Water Project as an at-will employee of the Board of Supervisors from 2005 to 2012.  He 
established Hollenbeck Consulting in 2012 to serve public and private sector clients to 
manage large capital improvement projects when their internal staffing resources are 
unable to support the projects.   
 
UNDERSTANDING 
 
The GSP identified the Basin’s annual storage change is declining an average of 14,000 acre-
feet per year (AFY) assuming no change in stakeholder pumping.  The GSP’s Chapter 9 
presents several management actions and capital improvement projects to consider for 
reducing this annual decline.  This letter proposal will focus on the following basin-wide 
and area-specific projects identified in the GSP: 

 Promoting On-Land Stormwater Capture  
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 Recycled water projects coupled with supplies from Nacimiento Water Project 
 Nacimiento Water Project supplies alone 
 Salinas Dam/Santa Margarita Reservoir Expansion 
 State Water Project Supplies 

 
The GSP did provide limited order-of-magnitude discussions on six projects relative to 
recycled water, Nacimiento Water, and Salinas Dam expansion.  They opted to mention 
State Water in passing (discussed briefly in GSP Appendix L) and no effort was put into 
describing details of projects involving State Water, citing “uncertainties associated with 
securing agreements to utilize State Water and related infrastructure”.  These uncertainties 
do exist, but are they so unsurmountable that State Water should not be evaluated in more 
detail?  We can discuss the pros and cons associated with this question. 
 
PROPOSED SERVICES BY HOLLENBECK CONSULTING 
 
Our takeaway from the July 1st meeting is that the SSJWD is interested in receiving an 
expanded understanding of capital improvement projects that can supply additional water 
to the Basin.  We propose to provide the SSJWD on an as-needed basis analyses and report 
deliverables to improve the understanding how various capital projects could be structured 
to bring additional supplies to the Basin.  Our approach is to prepare reconnaissance-level 
technical memoranda that describe the project in as great of detail as practical to give the 
SSJWD confidence in understanding the scope, schedule and budget of a proposed capital 
project.  Our proposed approach to each deliverable is nominally organized to include the 
following tasks: 

 Data collection and review – Obtain existing reference information that is relevant 
to the supply alternative(s) under review, gain a comprehensive understand of 
same, and develop the inputs of important facts that are incorporated into the 
analyses and technical report.  Data collection also includes guidance and 
instructions from the SSJWD stakeholders (or other Basin stakeholders) on the 
proposed capital project and its desired goals and objectives. 

 Analyses and development of the alternative(s) – The GSP identified specific 
supply volumes; however, the underlying assumptions and analyses are missing.  
During this task, the supply alternative or alternatives will be supported by analyses 
and reference to prior data to establish a thorough description of infrastructure 
components.   

 Cost estimating – Quantity takeoffs will be developed of the quantifiable 
infrastructure components, and unit pricing obtained from RS Means cost 
estimating manual.  Unquantifiable costs assumptions will be included within the 
estimate and described.  Cost estimating will be a reconnaissance-level engineer’s 
opinion of probable cost, and where possible, bookends of probable capital costs 
will be presented.  At this phase of project development it is important that the 
stakeholders understand costs in the form of a possible range given the preliminary 
nature of the endeavor. 

 Programmatic planning of capital project – A budget and schedule analysis of the 
proposed capital project will be prepared to provide an initial roadmap of the 
project’s entire program from conceptual beginning, to preliminary engineering and 
feasibility evaluation (and first decision point of “Go/No-go”), to environmental 
compliance review and adoption (and second “Go/No-go” decision point), then to 
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final execution of obtaining permits, final design, bidding, construction, and start-up 
and commissioning.   

 Deliverable – A draft technical memorandum will be prepared to bring all the 
above tasks into a deliverable issued for the SSJWD’s review and comment.  
Adjustments to the deliverable can be made to produce a final technical 
memorandum.   

 
We are available to provide this level of project management and engineering services to 
the SSJWD and even more broadly to the other GSA’s over the Basin.  The GSP lacked any 
details on on-land stormwater capture projects.  The GSP also lacked any details of State 
Water as a supply to benefit the Basin.  The following specific concept projects are identified 
for your consideration: 
 
Proposed On-Land Capture Projects:  Section 9.3.3 of the GSP is titled “Promote Stormwater 
Capture” and refers to the County’s Stormwater Resource Plan (SWRP).  The SWRP appears 
to have been recently finalized in February 2020, and identifies the San Juan Storm Water 
Infiltration Project but with no specific project details.  We can assist the SSJWD to develop 
a program for this capital project if desired.  We can develop a budget proposal, if desired, 
once we can discuss more of the project specifics with you. 
 
A related topic is best presented in the form of a question:  Has the local Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS) conducted any studies for watershed ponds for the Estrella and 
San Juan watersheds?  Watershed ponds in John’s native Kansas are numerous and were 
funded and constructed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture through the NRCS (most 
when the agency was named Soil Conservation Service) for soil erosion protection, flood 
protection, and habitat development.  Many ponds are also associated with contour 
terracing and waterway construction.  The suggestion for the SSJWD to consider is 
launching an exploratory investigation of watershed ponds with the local NRCS.  These 
ponds would store stormwater runoff in the winter.  If the pond overlies soils that promote 
percolation, then the stored water could recharge the Basin; otherwise, pumping systems 
could distribute the stored water to nearby irrigation systems for use as in-lieu recharge.   
 
An estimated budget to launch a conceptual exploratory discovery involving conversations 
with NRCS into such a concept is not identified herein pending further discussions with 
SSJWD on whether this idea has merit with the stakeholders. 
 
Proposed Raw Water Supply from State Water Project to Shandon Area.  The GSP does not 
identify this project; however, the Carollo 2017 Paso Robles Groundwater Basin 
Supplemental Supply Options study may have elements of this project described within the 
report.  Our review of the 2003 State Water Project Data Handbook indicates that the 
Coastal Branch is hydraulically full-size at 450 cubic feet per second (cfs) up to the forebay 
on the suction side of the Devil’s Den Pumping Plant.  The pumping plant and the remaining 
pipeline conveyance and two booster pump stations to Polonio Pass Tank No. 1 are 
hydraulically sized to deliver 100 cfs.  The conveyance downstream of the Polonio Pass 
water treatment plant is sized for 71 cfs.  The approximate length of the right-of-way from 
Devil’s Den Pumping Plant to Polonio Pass Tank No. 1 is 12.8 miles, and from the water 
treatment plant to Shandon is 11.5-miles.   
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Is the incremental 29 cfs between Devil’s Den Pumping Plant to Tank No. 1 available to 
deliver water to SSJWD via the SLO County Flood Control and Water Conservation District?  
Reference information on who controls that 29 cfs is important to understand for the 
formulation of a technical memorandum describing a program to deliver raw water to the 
Shandon area.   
 
The estimated budget to produce a technical memorandum that describes the program for a 
raw water delivery from the State Water Project is in the range of $25,000 to $30,000.   
 
Nacimiento Water Project Deliveries.  John has produced various conceptual studies for 
private clients regarding Nacimiento Water deliveries to the Estrella area northeast of Paso 
Robles.  Permission from these clients would be necessary before the conceptual reports 
can be provided to the SSJWD.  The GSP in-part describes raw water delivery from the 
Nacimiento Water Project.  Further discussion on any refinement of the work presented in 
the GSP is necessary in order to scope any additional study. 
 
Salinas Dam Enlargement.  John recently produced a draft technical memorandum for the 
County describing a programmatic work plan for this capital endeavor.  Mr. Mladen Bandov 
is the point of contact at the County for this technical memorandum, and the County’s 
permission is necessary before this draft document can be released.  The SSJWD may want 
to discuss partnering opportunities with the Water Resources Division of the County Public 
Works Department if interested in cost sharing at the initial stages of this potential project.   
 
The only potential conflict of interest that we foresee is regarding the Salinas River 
Expansion Project.  John is currently providing project management support to the County 
Public Works Department for this project.  One early task for the project is stakeholder 
outreach, and it appears clear that the SSJWD is an interested party in the project, thus now 
may be a good opportunity to reach out to the County.  Presumably the County would seek 
John’s services to engage with you regarding the project.   
 
We trust that this letter proposal meets your needs; however, please reach out to the 
undersigned if you need changes or additions.  Our billing rate schedule is also attached.  
We look forward to continued discussions and look forward to providing as-needed 
consulting services to your stakeholders. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
HOLLENBECK CONSULTING 
JOHN R. HOLLENBECK, P. E. 
Owner/Sole Proprietor  
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 John Hollenbeck Resume 
 Hollenbeck Consulting’s 2020 Billing Rate Sheet 
 
cc:   Matt Turrentine, via e-mail 



Resume  John R. Hollenbeck, P.E. 
JULY 10, 2020 HOLLENBECK CONSULTING 

Introduction 
 

Mr. Hollenbeck is a California and Kansas 
licensed Civil Engineer with over 35 years’ 
experience in management, planning, design, 
and construction of hydraulic structures and 
civil infrastructure projects.  He has an 
engineering management and construction 
methods background experienced in a wide 
variety of hydraulic (reservoirs, spillways, 
hydroelectric plants, pumping plants, and 
conveyances) and civil projects, groundwater 
management and water resource planning and 
management, and involvement in and 
facilitation of value engineering teams.  His 

construction management experiences include field and office management, 
shop drawing review, change order review and merit determination, claims 
management, and negotiation and resolution management.   
 
Since establishing Hollenbeck Consulting in 2012, Mr. Hollenbeck has served 
clients from the public works and municipality arena including San Luis 
Obispo County, City of San Luis Obispo, City of Grover Beach, Atascadero 
Mutual Water Company, Merced Irrigation District, and Monterey County 
Water Resources Agency.  He has also provided services as a consultant and 
subconsultant to private organizations. 
 
 
Professional Voluntary Involvement 
 
Water Resources Advisory Committee, San Luis Obispo County District 5 
Representative, 2013-2014 
 
Project Experiences Relevant to Local Water Supplies 
 
Atascadero Mutual Water Company, Atascadero Basin Groundwater 
Sustainability Plan, 2018-present 
Administrative and management support for the development of the Atascadero 
Basin’s Groundwater Suitability Agency, and the support of the Agency’s 
Groundwater Sustainability Plan. 
 
San Luis Obispo County, Santa Margarita Dam, Salinas River, CA 2017-
present 
Program management services for the updated review and assessment of raising 
the normal maximum water storage level of this dam.  Responsibilities include 
providing consulting services for the transfer of the asset from the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers to the County.  Other program management services include 
procurement of professional design services, environmental consultants, and 
technical review and leadership on capability to accommodate the inflow design 
flood.   
 
J Lohr Vineyard, Paso Robles, CA, 2014 
Providing consulting services for J Lohr Vineyards to participate as a temporary 
Reserve Water Customer of the Nacimiento Water Project.  This Proof of Concept 
Project will take delivery of 250 acre-feet per year of Nacimiento Water and 
irrigate nearby vineyards in-lieu of pumping groundwater.   
 

 

Specialization  
Water Resources 

Management, Planning, Design and 
Construction of Hydraulic 

Structures and Civil Infrastructure 
Projects 

CSI Construction Documents 

Construction Claims 

Liaison with Regulatory Agencies 

 Hydrologic/Hydraulic Evaluation 
and Design 

Value Engineering 

Education  

B.S. Civil Engineering, Kansas State 
University, Manhattan, KS, 1984 

M.S. Civil Engineering, Kansas State 
University, Manhattan, KS, 1986 

Professional Registration Engineer (PE) 

1989 Kansas, No. 11432 

1999 California, No. C-59001 

Total Years’ Experience:  35 

Employment History: 

Hollenbeck Consulting, 2012-present 

San Luis Obispo Co., 2005-2012 

GEI Consultants, 2003-2005 

Black & Veatch Corp., 1986-2003 

Professional Associations 

ASCE, AWWA 

ASCE Vice President, SLO Branch, 
2012-2013 

Atascadero Rotary President,  
2014-2015 

Atascadero Rotary Foundation Board 

 2014-2016 

Professional Awards 

2011, ASCE, Outstanding Engineer in 
Government, San Luis Obispo 
Branch and Los Angeles Section  
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Nacimiento Water Project, San Luis Obispo County Public Works, 2005-2012 
Project manager for the design and construction phase services on behalf of the County for this $176-million 45-
mile long raw water conveyance project.  The conveyance moves 15,750 acre-feet per year from the lake via a 180-
feet deep intake wet-well shaft that is connected to the lake via a 500-feet long by 54-inch diameter steel lined 
tunnel.  A multi-portal stain-less steel intake structure supplies water from the lake, through the tunnel and into the 
wet-well shaft.  Five variable speed vertical turbine pumps, each driven by 450 hp electric motors, lift the water and 
convey it through a 36-inch diameter pipeline to an 800,000-gallon tank.  Two additional booster pump stations and 
tanks are spaced along the conveyance.  The pipeline ranges from 36- to 12-inch diameter.  Water is delivered via 
turnout structures to the participating water agencies.  The pipeline was mostly open trench installation but had an 
aggregate length of 10,000 feet of horizontal directional drilling tunnels, and multiple bore-and-jack crossings.  The 
project was completed on-time and $2-million under budget.   
 
Hollenbeck Consulting Projects 
 
Monterey County Water Resources Agency, Nacimiento Dam Outlet, Bradley, CA  2019  
Provided engineering design services for the procurement of two new 24-inch eccentric plug valves, including 
hydraulic and cavitation assessments, development of technical procurement specification, and bidding and 
fabrication oversight services.   

 
Avila Beach Community Services District, Avila Beach, CA  2019-present  
Provided engineering support during the design, bidding, and construction phase for the wastewater treatment 
plant upgrade project.   Services include project management, utility coordination, equipment procurement 
oversight, review and coordination of design engineering and bidding contract documents, support during the bid 
and bid evaluation phases, and resident engineering support during construction. 

 
Monterey County Water Resources Agency, Nacimiento Dam Spillway Project, Bradley, CA  2019  
Provided resident engineering services to the Agency, including construction observations and oversight, for repair 
work within the Nacimiento Dam Spillway chute.  
 
Monterey County Water Resources Agency, San Antonio Dam Spillway Project, Bradley, CA  2019-present  
Providing project management services to the Agency as they respond to the State Division of Dam Safety’s 
(DSOD’s) mandate on spillway structural improvements associated with a recent condition assessment.  
Responsible for the planning, administration and coordination of the overall capital project’s scope, schedule and 
budget. 
 
Merced Irrigation District, Merced Falls Dam Upgrade Project, Snelling, CA 2018-present 
Contract Engineering Manager for upgrading the Merced Falls facility with a new trashrack cleaning machine, standby 
propane-driven emergency generator system, modifications to the gear operating system of the tainter gates, and evaluation 
of safety improvements to the needle beam spillway section.  Responsible for the procurement of design engineer service 
provider, contract document review and recommendations, bidding phase management, and construction phase oversight 
and management.   
 
San Luis Obispo County Public Works, Lopez Dam Spillway Evaluation, Arroyo Grande, CA, 2017-18 
Provided technical literature review and preliminary assessment of the existing side-channel overflow spillway and chute.  
Responsible for the literature review of project records, field reconnaissance of the spillway, and coordination with the 
County for finalization of draft work plan submittal.  Developed a draft Request for Proposal for procuring detailed 
inspection services.   
 
San Luis Obispo County, South County Water Resiliency Evaluations, 2015-2016 
Providing engineering assessment and reconnaissance-level study for supplemental water supply to the Zone 3 
(South County) purveyors through delivery of desalinated water from Diablo Canyon power facility and through 
participating in the Nacimiento Water Project via wheeling and connection with the City of San Luis Obispo.   
 
Atascadero Mutual Water Company, Atascadero Basin Groundwater Sustainability Agency, 2014-present 
Program management for the development of the groundwater sustainability agency (GSA) over the Atascadero 
groundwater basin.  Responsible for development of the memorandum of agreement with four forming-parties of the GSA, 
and organization and outreach to several stakeholders within the basin.  Also responsible for the procurement of consulting 
professional for groundwater sustainability plan development. 
 



  

COWI, Interlake Tunnel Project:  Nacimiento and San Antonio Lakes, Bradley, CA 2014-present 
Providing program management and consulting services for the determination of additional safe yield from the Nacimiento 
and San Antonio watersheds when both reservoirs are connected by a new proposed water tunnel.  Lead the preliminary 
engineering phase for sizing and layout of all hydraulic structures, including submerged intake facility at Lake Nacimiento, 
and the Outlet Control Facility and Energy Dissipator at San Antonio Lake.  Lead the engineering for the preliminary 
feasibility study analyzing the alternatives to raise San Antonio Dam spillway 10-feet to increase the storage.   
 
Paso Robles Agricultural Alliance for Groundwater Solutions (PRAAGS), Paso Robles, CA, 2013-2014 
Providing engineering consulting to PRAAGS’ Board of Directors to support their efforts in the development and 
formation of a water district over the Paso Robles Groundwater Basin.  PRAAGS is seeking to establish a California Water 
District in accordance with California Water Code Section 34000. 
 
Previous Project Experiences with Other Employment Relevant to Water Supply 

Time Project & Client Brief Description 
2004-2005 State Water Project 

East Branch Phase II Enlargement Study, 
State Water project Contractors 

Project manager and technical oversight for the 
demand study necessary to develop recommendations 
for the timing of the second phase enlargement of the 
100-mile long East Branch conveyance. 

2004-2005 Raising San Vicente Dam,  
San Diego County Water Authority 

Project lead engineer in charge of the preliminary 
design for the new outlet structure for the San Vicente 
Dam Raise.  The preliminary design was evaluated by a 
value engineering team.   

2004-2005 In-lieu Groundwater Recharge, 
Coachella Valley Water District 

Project manager for study to investigate the mid-valley 
pipeline project, connecting the State Water Project’s 
East Branch and extending to Coachella Valley. 

2004-2005 Inter-Agency Water Management Study, 
Mojave Water Agency and Metropolitan 
Water District of So. California 

Project manager for the reconnaissance level 
groundwater storage investigation of MWD’s excess 
entitlement flows within the Mojave Water Agency’s 
boundaries to assist with the overdraft groundwater 
levels.   

2000-2003 Morris Dam Rehabilitation Project,  
Los Angeles Co. Dept. of Public Works 

Project manager of this total rehabilitation of the 
existing equipment and electrical system of this 245-
feet tall concrete gravity dam with a three-bay drum-
gate controlled spillway, and six low-level outlets.   

2002-2003 Ranch Penesquitos Pressure Control and 
Hydroelectric Facility,  
San Diego County Water Authority 

Lead engineer responsible for the design of the 
RPPCHF.  The facility regulates the flow to and from 
San Vicente Reservoir off Pipeline No. 5 from the 
Second Aqueduct.  The facility has a 4.5 MW horizontal 
Francis energy recovery turbine and parallel horizontal 
sleeve valves for regulating the discharge. 

2001 Cost Refinement Study of the Imperial 
Irrigation District to San Diego County 
Water Authority Water Transfer,  
San Diego County Water Authority 

Project manager for the cost refinement of the pipeline 
alignment and the tunnel alignment from the Imperial 
Valley to San Diego to convey up to 500,000 acre-feet 
per year of water into the Authority’s service area. 

1994-2000 Diamond Valley Lake,  
Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California 

Lead engineering manager for the 72,400 hp Hiram W. 
Wadsworth Pumping Plant.  The plant is associated 
with the new 800,000 acre-feet Diamond Valley Lake 
Project near Hemet, CA.  The plant contains 12-variable 
speed vertical turbine pumps, to fill the off-stream 
reservoir and seven 66- by 42-inch vertical sleeve 
valves to draft water from the reservoir.  Appurtenance 
structures associated with the facility are large 
diameter steel pipes, large butterfly valves ranging in 
size from 54- to 144-inches, a 144-inch diameter 
spherical valve, two 78-inch diameter fixed cone 
valves, and a 115-kV substation.   
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2020 Billing Rate and Compensation Terms 
(Effective through December 31, 2020.  Subject to change thereafter) 

 
Invoicing Terms 
John R. Hollenbeck, P.E., a sole-proprietorship doing business as Hollenbeck Consulting, will invoice 
the client at the beginning of each month for services provided in the preceding month.  Invoices will 
be sent via U.S. Mail and/or via e-mail to the client’s address and person responsible for receiving 
and processing the invoice.    Hollenbeck Consulting realizes that the client needs time to review and 
approve invoices, and to make notification if all or part of the invoice is disputed; however, the 
undisputed portion of any invoice is requested to be paid within 30-days of the date the invoice is 
received in the client’s office.   
 
The invoicing will be based on the following rates for labor and expenses. 
 
Labor Rates 
The labor rate for Mr. Hollenbeck is $195 per hour to provide consulting engineering services, and 
$325 per hour to provide expert witness testimony.  This rate is in effect through the date given 
hereinabove and is subject to increase if the services are extended beyond that date. 
 
Currently Hollenbeck Consulting does not have any other employees.  Once employees are hired, this 
billing rate sheet will be modified and forwarded to the client. 
 
Other Direct Costs (Expenses) 
Other direct costs (ODC) will be invoiced as follows: 

 A communication fee of three-percent of the total monthly labor costs of HC employees.  The 
communication fee includes costs for computers and computer support, cell phones, land 
lines, and internet service providers. 

 Non-routine business costs will be invoiced at cost plus 10-percent.  Non-routine business 
costs include sub-consultants, mass production of reports by a professional reproduction 
company, large-format reproductions, production of flashdrives, CD’s or DVD’s by a 
reproduction company, ordering of reference documents to support the project, and other 
business expenses.   

 Routine business costs will not be invoiced but are assumed within the labor billing rate.  
Examples of routine business costs are pencils, pens, paper, etc. 

 Mileage will be invoiced at the current IRS standard mileage rate for business miles driven, 
and subject to change when changed by the IRS. 

 
 
 


